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Background 

On the night of a large worm moon that was clearly visible in the clear night sky members of LPS were 

joined by BBC Three Counties Radio presenter Justin Dealey and his team in search of Betty Deacon. 

Betty Deacon drowned herself on 16 August 1860 in the village pond. For years afterwards, her ghost 

was said to scare choir boys returning from practice after dusk had fallen. Another version of the 

legend it states that Betty's ghost would also be seen standing at the site which would have been just 

outside her cottage. 

LPS Last investigated this location in November of 2006. On that investigation the area of the path 

drew members to it where one member burst into tears due to the emotions she was picking up on. 

Members of that team also saw a silhouette of a figure standing in the tree line. 

Investigation 

20:30 Arrival - The team arrived and took a walk around the grounds of the church and graveyard. 

Visibility was good due to a new full moon and clear sky. The team noted residential houses quite near 

to the premises and also the location is under the flight path to Luton Airport and therefore the location 

is noisy when the planes go overhead. As Dawn walked down the tree lined path, she took photos, she 

captured a white streak down the middle of one of her photos that was not there on the previous or 

following photograph. 

21:20 Silent Vigil  

The team sat at the bottom of the tree lined path. Various pieces of equipment were placed around prior 

to starting the silent vigil including video recorder, rem pod and sound recorder by Dawn. Andy’s 

video camera then turned off on its own.  

21:22 camcorder was turned off 

Dawn sensed the spirit of a man called Peter to her left observing the team. A very mild-mannered 

gentleman, he communicated he had followed the team around from when they arrived and was curious 

as to what they were doing there. He was anxious the attention may bring other people here and was 

tooting and shaking his head, although he didn't mind this team being there. Dawn felt he was a middle-

aged man.  

21:38 EVP experiment 

A series of questions were spoken in turn by all members of the team. Dawn heard a tapping sound like 

a wooden ruler hitting a hard surface two times. Rachel and Andy saw a shadow on the right of them 

both going in a different direction to the normal static shadows.  

Dawn placed an emf meter to the left of her, where she felt Peter was and explained the device would 

change from green to red if spirit would step towards it. There was an immediate response on the emf 

meter to that request as the light went from green to red, Dawn felt this was an indication 

acknowledgement and said thank you. Dawn asked if it was Peter? the light went red again indicating 

yes.  
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Dawn asked if spirit could activate the light again just for proof they were still there listening? the light 

went red again immediately. Dawn asked if Peter needed to talk to anyone in particular or wanted to 

give a message? And there was no response. Dawn asked if not Peter is there anyone else wanting to 

communicate with the team? Do you have a name? asked Dawn, again there was no response.  

Andy asked are you female? Yes, was immediately indicated. Did you drown here asked Dawn? Yes, 

was the immediate answer with the emf meter changing from green to red. Are you alone? No was 

indicated. How many are with you 2, 3, 4, more than 4? No response. More than 6 immediate response 

was yes more than 6. Dawn said don't be alarmed we won't hurt you do you want us to leave you now? 

The response was yes, the emf changed to red immediately after this question. Dawn asked please may 

we stay a little while longer? Yes, was the response. After several more questions asked by the team 

there were no more responses, it seemed as the energy had been depleted. 

21:48 Dawn hears tapping like a wooden ruler  

21:50 Rachel sees white smudges were seem whisping about on right 

21:51 Andy and Rachel saw dark shadow move across grass on left. Disappeared behind a tree. It was 

too slow for a bird or animal shadow. 

21:52 spirit turns green light on box to red in answer to dawn's questions. It was a lady, drowned, 6+ 

spirits, wants us to leave. Only responds to dawn's voice. 

22.03 Ovilus Session  

Then Dawn moved the rem pod and Andy asked spirit to go to it and make all the lights flash on it, 

saying it would be like Christmas with coloured lights. The immediate response to that on the Ovilus 

was “holiday” the team started to laugh at that and the Ovilus responded with the word “laugh” 

immediately! bible carol, amount, indirect v, affair, video, beat, pose, haste, outside, loud, bottle, fact, 

care, ug, fifteen, climb, fly, beat, may, rewind, moment, run, march, ears, observe, tree, down, property, 

foliage, electric, light, uncle, caesium (this is a rare chemical element, a soft silver reactive alkali metal 

found in minerals, also it is Latin for “sky blue”) soldiers, Andy asked if they could make the light turn 

red on the emf meter ? immediately the next word was “alright”  followed by solo.  

Analysing the above we have the following suggestion below; 

Property – Bible  

May tree - Foliage – Outside All around the team  

Video rewind – Team camcorders 

Electric lights – Team equipment 

Fact uncle beat Carol fifteen indirect affair moment – Could this be a suggestion of an improper 

relationship 

Observe climb fly loud ears– could be a reference to the jets flying over head 

caesium (this is a rare chemical element, a soft silver reactive alkali metal found in minerals, also it is 

Latin for “sky blue”) 

Soldiers pose march, run down bottle amount, haste ug 

 

22.17 we packed up, rested in car then met justin dealey and friend Chris at 22.45. A ghost box was 

used and some voices called him a c*nt and Lionel Richie was saying hello. Even so Justin is very 

interested in taking park in the Olivus as well and hilariously at one point comes in with a strong signal 

strength indicating a spirit nearby and the word “Lick” followed by the word “Bottom” which the team 

found very amusing. 

Justin had also brought along a sceptic who unknowingly could have been blocking any responses 

given his own views on the paranormal.  Whilst it is good to have a sceptical approach you must be 

prepared to open your mind to what cannot be explained and what is left must be the truth as Mulder 

once said.  


